Brewlab

Discover Distilling

Course:

Discover Distilling

Duration:

At learner’s pace

Venue:
Cost:

On-line distance learning with tutor support.
£95 including. VAT. Payment by on-line portal www.brewlab.co.uk.

Accommodation: Not applicable

Introduction
Thinking of setting up your own commercial distillery? Looking to add your own distilled spirit
to your bar or events? Enrol on our Discover Distilling on line programme to gain insight into
commercial distilling operations and how they can provide employment and profit.
Now upgraded to include production from raw materials including whisky our content will give
you a sound overview of the techniques, the equipment needed and the operation of
commercial distilling.
Drafted by our experienced distilling tutors the course includes on line tutorials with opportunity
for question and answers and advice on your own ideas. Book now for full access or contact us
below for further details and information on how our on line and on site tuition can help progress
your ambitions.
Booking gives you a 10% discount on the Start Up Distilling attendance course where you can
experience practical demonstrations in production as well as detail on techniques and start up
support.

Objectives
At the end of the Discover Distilling programme you will have:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seen an overview of the distilling and rectification processes with an introduction to the
concepts of distilling theory.
Had opportunity to view and explore the parts of a still and their functions.
Had opportunity to view the features of common rectification products – gin, vodka and rum
and seen their recipe details.
Seen presentations on small scale practical distilling.
Had opportunity to read reports of commercial distilleries and case studies.
Had opportunity to view cash flow examples of small-scale commercial distilling.
Had opportunity to engage with tutors to discuss distilling concepts and practical examples.
Obtained feedback on understanding from on-line activities and tutor engagement.
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